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Abstract. Interstellar dust is still a dominant uncertainty in Astronomy, limiting precision in
e.g., cosmological distance estimates and models of how light is re-processed within a galaxy.
When a foreground galaxy serendipitously overlaps a more distant one, the latter backlights the
dusty structures in the nearer foreground galaxy.

Such an overlapping or occulting galaxy pair can be used to measure the distribution of dust
in the closest galaxy with great accuracy. The STARSMOG program uses Hubble to map the
distribution of dust in foreground galaxies in fine (<100 pc) detail. Integral Field Unit (IFU)
observations will map the effective extinction curve, disentangling the role of fine-scale geometry
and grain composition on the path of light through a galaxy.

The overlapping galaxy technique promises to deliver a clear understanding of the dust in
galaxies: geometry, a probability function of dimming as a function of galaxy mass and radius,
and its dependence on wavelength.
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1. Introduction
Dust remains an issue for the study of stellar populations in galaxies, not just within
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Figure 1. Measuring dust in overlapping
galaxies: dust extinction in the overlap re-
gion (black aperture) can be estimated from
the complementary apertures in the foreground
spiral (F) and the background galaxy (B):
AV = 1.086 × τ̄ = −1.086 × ln

(
(F+Be−τ )−F̄

B̄

)

the optical disk of a galaxy but outside it
as well. To study dust in the outskirts of
galaxies, overlapping or occulting galaxy
pairs are eminently suited. Unlike Herschel
observations, the occulting galaxy tech-
nique does not suffer from source confusion
and it can measure zero extinction, ruling
out dust at a certain outer radius.

Using our much expanded sample of
overlapping galaxies from SDSS, GAMA
spectroscopy (Holwerda et al. 2007, 2015)
and the GalaxyZoo (Keel et al. 2013), to-
taling ∼ 2500 pairs, we can now start to
address some of the dust topics in the out-
skirts of spiral galaxies: To what radius is
there still evidence for dust attenuation?
To what height above the plane is dust still

present? What is the distribution of extinction values –P (AV )– in the outskirts? Is there
a different attenuation law in the low-metallicity environment of the outer disk?
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Figure 2. The Hubble Heritage image of a
M ∗ ∼ 109M� galaxy in overlap of a bright
background, highlighting dust well into the out-
skirts (Holwerda et al. 2009).

The first question, the radial extent of
dust in galaxies is clearly pointing to dust
absorption still to be present in galaxies
well outside the typical optical disk (R25
or the Petrosian radius). This appears to
be true in both massive disks (White et al.
2000; Domingue et al. 2000; Keel & White
2001a,b), as well as smaller, low-mass disk
galaxies (Holwerda et al. 2009, Lumbreras-
Calle et al. submitted). Which leaves us
with the issue of how this dusty ISM
medium got there. Is it in situ forma-
tion, proportional to the star-formation in
the outskirts? or has it been transported
out in some type of radial flow (simi-
lar to stellar migration) or perhaps the
product of recent accretion that is not

as pristine as originally thought? It is likely a combination of all of the above.

Figure 3. VV191, recent example from
STARSMOG. Dusty structure can be found ex-
tending throughout the disk of the foreground,
face-on spiral.

For the overlapping galaxy technique re-
mains to quantify the dust reservoir in the
outskirts and the typical radial density pro-
file. Evidence of both star-formation and
stellar populations throughout the HI gas
disk were shown in several presentation
(e.g. Abrahams). With overlapping galax-
ies, it will be possible to constrain how the
dust (and hence molecular) component is
spread throughout (see Watson’s talk on
the difficulty of obtaining CO observations
in the outer disk). The aim of the ongoing
STARSMOG (Holwerda et al. 2014) HST
program is to map the distribution of at-
tenuation values throughout the disks of
nearby galaxies – P (AV ). The outskirts of
galaxies have dust in them and the over-
lapping galaxies approach is poised to map
how much and its distribution.

2. Reddening Law
The dust attenuation can inferred from single filter images, the reddening-attenuation

relation, i.e., the attenuation law. Based on the Balmer decrement (Hα/Hβ ratio), several
model attenuation laws have been put forward by Calzetti et al. (1994); Calzetti & Heckman
(1999); Charlot & Fall (2000); Wild et al. (2011). Using either multiple broad-band fil-
ters (e.g. Holwerda et al. 2009; Keel et al. 2014) or IFU observations, one can map the
attenuation curves in overlapping galaxy pairs. Pilot IFU observations (Holwerda et al.
2013; Holwerda & Keel 2013, Fig. 4) already reveal a variety of the reddening laws.

Wavelength coverage and spatial resolution are critical to resolve the attenuation
relation in nearby overlapping galaxy pairs. In case of multi wavelength observations,
high-resolution (∼ 1”) ultraviolet imaging is critical to resolve the “bump” at
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Figure 4. VIMOS IFU observations of the pair in Fig. 2. To map the attenuation curve, each
fibre spectra in the overlap region (black rectangle) is matched to a corresponding companion
in the background galaxy (red rectangle). For each matched fibre pair, the attenuation curve
(dashed line) can be fit with the Cardelli et al. (1989) relation (dotted line).

∼2100 Å in the reddening law. Alternative, high spatial resolution IFU can map red-
dening relations.
3. Outlook

Future work on overlapping galaxies will focus on the analysis of large samples of pairs
available from SDSS, GAMA, and other surveys. New imaging observations in the UV
through near-infrared will map the attenuation-reddening relation (using two overlapping
spirals) using, e.g., ASTROSAT, HST and Spitzer. IFU observations of select pairs (such
as VV191 in Fig. 1) will map the optical attenuation curve as a function of radius and
ISM fine structure. The ultimate goal of the STARSMOG project is to provide the extra-
galactic community with probability functions of both the amount of dust attenuation
to be encountered – P (AV ) – and the distribution of attenuation curves – P (RV ) – to
be used in the next generation of spectral energy distribution models of galaxies and
distance measures with SNIa. The typical dust content in the outer regions of spiral
disks will be a valuable insight into the “pristine” nature of the most recently added
material and the star-formation of the outermost disk.
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